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Four reasons luxury
brands are embracing
influencers

Could AI revolutionize
high street retail as well as
ecommerce?

Four tips for creating
effective YouTube bumper
ads

Coca-Cola Made
Detachable Bottle Labels
That Work as Wristbands
for Music Festivals

While the mass market appeal of social

High street retail hasn't changed much in

In a study of 122 bumper campaigns (i.e.

No one does packaging stunts quite like

media might seem at odds with the

the last few decades. Yep, there's click

ads that are six seconds long) it found

Coca-Cola, and here’s another clever idea

exclusive nature of high-end fashion,

and collect and online returns but, as in

that - in 70% of cases - bumper ads have

from the soda giant—bottle labels that

many luxury brands are starting to

years gone by, product buyers decide

caused a 'signiﬁcant lift' in awareness of

detach and become working wristbands

embrace influencer marketing. There’s no

what will sell by using a mix of nous and

the brand. What’s more, it also found

that young people can use to access music

doubt that social media has made luxury

trends analysis. Fashion, for example, may

that nine in 10 drove ad recall, with an

festivals. The wristbands, developed by

more accessible and appealing to

be getting faster (quicker production time

average lift of over 30%. So, what exactly

McCann Bucharest, came in eight designs.

everyday consumers. Now, shoppers

and fulﬁlment) but the knack is still in

are the elements of an eﬀective bumper

Not every one granted access to a festival

aren’t required to enter a store to

predicting the season's trends and riding

ad? Here are just a few points to consider,

—you had to scan it with a special app to

browse, meaning they can interact with

the wave. In-store merchandising, too, is a

along with examples that prove why

see if it was a winner—but McCann says

and experience high-end brands on an

matter of long-honed instincts as to what

brands could see increased success with

youngster started collecting and wearing

entirely new level.

should go where.

this super-short video medium.

them as fashion statements.
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Twitter Is Offering
Advertisers More Tools to
Engage Consumers With
Direct Messages

Google Is Adding Its FastLoading Mobile Pages to
Search and Display Ads

Facebook building own
neuroscience lab to study
marketing

Instagram tests direct
response ads in Stories

Twitter revealed that it’s giving brands

A couple of years ago, Google launched

Facebook is looking to branch out into

Instagram is trialling direct response

more multimedia features to encourage

a program called Accelerated Mobile

neuroscience in order to help advertisers,

ads within its Stories section, enabling

one-on-one conversations within

Pages, or AMP, to speed up the mobile

publishers, brands and tech companies get

marketers to pitch sign-ups and app

promoted tweets, including video,

web. Now, it wants to do the same with

the most out of their content across

installs to users. One of the ﬁrst ads

interactive images and questions-based

two of its most lucrative sources of

devices and platforms.The social network is

to show oﬀ the format, as ﬁrst

bots. Called Direct Message Cards, the

revenue: search and display advertising.

in the midst of creating its own lab in

reported by Ad Age, was one from

feature can involve up to four, custom,

During the company’s Google Marketing

Manhattan, New York called the Center for

mobile payments company SumUp –

call-to-action buttons that send users to

Next event today in San Francisco,

Marketing Science Innovation, according to

which invited people to swipe up on

direct messages with the brand.

Google announced a beta test for

a report from Ad Week. The lab, and its

the ad to sign up for its service.

Additionally, it can be used in organic

AdWords advertisers that plugs the fast-

neuroscientists, will study users in a variety

The combination of Stories and direct

tweets.

loading pages into search ads.

of different settings – which have been

response advertising could prove very

designed to mimic common viewing

successful.

environments.
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